Abstract-
The electronic and optical properties of colloidal quantum dots (CQDs) make them appealing for color conversion of InGaNbased LEDs [1] . In particular, CQDs possess key advantages over phosphors, typically used in the down-conversion of blue-emitting InGaN LEDs, for applications in visible light communications (VLC), where LEDs are used to transmit data. The shorter excited state lifetimes of CQDs mean they should perform better at higher modulation speeds [2, 3] while their wavelength versatility and narrow emission spectrum pave the way for color multiplexing as a way to further increase data rates.
Recently, a single blue-emitting microsize LED (microLED) was used to demonstrate VLC at several Gb/s [4] . However, high-speed VLC (>100 Mb/s) at longer wavelengths using CQDs has not yet been achieved [2] . In this context, we study a CQD/Polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) composite material for color converting a blue microLED. Color-conversion at different wavelengths is demonstrated and the effect of the CQD concentration on the converted light properties is discussed. It is shown that VLC at several hundreds Mb/s data rates is achievable with CQDs.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODOLOGY
The CQDs used in this work are green emitting (intrinsic emission at 540 nm) and red emitting (630 nm) alloyedcore/shell CdSSe/ZnS nanocrystals with a 6nm mean diameter. Engineering of the energy levels in such CQDs is obtained by changing the alloy composition of the core. To form the composite, the CQDs are incorporated into a PMMA matrix at different CQD-to-PMMA weight ratio (1% and § S. R. is now at the University of Coventry The color converters are remotely excited with a square 100×100µm 2 , 450nm-emitting microLED [5] for the characterization of the forward conversion spectrum, power efficiency and optical modulation bandwidth. Forward converted emission includes the losses of the collecting optics and is detected under continuous-wave microLED excitation with a power meter or a spectrometer. For the modulation bandwidth measurements, the microLED is dc-biased and modulated with a 0.25Vpp frequency-swept signal while the detection is done with a high-speed photodiode (1.4GHz bandwidth). Photoluminescence (PL) lifetimes are also measured using time-correlated single photon counting (Edinburgh Instruments). VLC in free space over a meter is demonstrated using twolevel pulse amplitude modulation (PAM). In this case a pulse function arbitrary generator provides the data stream to the microLED and the detection of the color-converted light is done with an avalanche photodiode. The received signal is post-processed using a Matlab script. More details about the VLC experiment can be found in [6] . 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The plots of Fig. 1 represent the forward emitted light converted by the CQD samples vs. the incident microLED power. In terms of raw power conversion, the samples with the highest CQD concentration (10%) perform better, simply because they absorb more of the incident LED light. The efficiency of the samples, defined as the ratio of the forward color converted light (collected by the system) by the absorbed microLED power, is 8 +/-2% for the green CQDs and 1.5 +/ 0.5% for the red CQDs. The higher efficiency of the green CQDs is attributed to the different alloy composition of the core that leads to a lower lattice mismatch with the ZnS shell than in the case of the red CQDs.
The spectra of the converted light are shown in Fig. 2 . For both green and red CQDs, the spectrum shifts to longer wavelengths at higher CQD concentration because of selfabsorption. The shift between the sample with 1% and 10% CQD concentration is around 5 nm. The 1% samples are already red shifted significantly when compared with more diluted samples (data not shown) with the intrinsic peak emission of the green and red CQDs at, respectively, 540 nm and 630 nm. Interestingly, the optical modulation bandwidths of the CQD samples are lower at higher CQD concentration: 15 MHz and 12 MHz for, respectively, the 1% and 10% green samples, and 27 MHz vs 17 MHz, respectively, for the 1% and 10% red samples. Measured PL lifetimes are consistent with these bandwidth values: respectively 16 ns vs. 22 ns for the green CQDs and 10 ns vs. 15 ns for the red CQD samples. This 'slowing down' of the color-conversion dynamics is attributed to the self-absorption effect, which is also at the origin of the spectral shift and is significant at higher CQD concentration.
The bit-error rate (BER) as a function of the data rate for VLC demonstrations using 2-PAM modulation is plotted in Fig. 3 . The BER limit is 3.8x10 -3 , considering forward error correction (FEC) could be applied. It is seen that the sample that performs the best under these conditions is the 1% red CQD samples, i.e. the color converter that has the highest modulation bandwidth, with a data rate above 500 Mb/s. The green CQD samples are more efficient but their slower modulation bandwidths means that under the same conditions the achievable data rate is a bit lower, close to 400 Mb/s. These results are consistent with both bandwidth and PL lifetime measurements. While the PL lifetimes of CQDs is their limiting factor for such application, their efficiency and narrow emission linewidths means that >1 Gb/s transmission should be possible given these results.
IV. CONCLUSION
In summary, we have demonstrated that CQDs could be utilized for color-conversion of InGaN microLEDs in VLC applications. We have reported on the properties of a format of CQD composite, operation at two different wavelengths, and discussed the effect of CQD concentration on the spectral and dynamics properties of the color-converters. 500Mb/s VLC at a single wavelength was reported.
